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PROPRIETARY MESSAGES - STANDARD EXPENDITURE  

 
 
1. Propriatary Messages  
 
Within the payment system of the Central bank of Montenegro SWIFT message MT 998 is used 
as wrapping of proprietary messages. In this framework proprietary messages are defined as 
standard expenditure.  
The message MT 998 fields are given in the following table. Sub fields of the field 77E are in 
accordance with the standard SWIFT format. Within the field 77E is used field 79, which sub 
fields can be proprietary.  
 
Field  Message Element           Format Reference  
 Remitter   Yes  
 Recipient   Yes  

20 Reference Yes TRN  
12 Message sub type  Yes Wrapping of the message contains 

proprietary message sub type. Symbols 
of allowed sub types are given bellow.  

77E Content of message wrapping that 
corresponds to the cited proprietary 
message sub type  

Yes In the payment system of CBM wrapping 
content of proprietary message consists 
standardized fields, according to the 
instruction 

59A Recipient’s BIC  Yes  
54A Remitter’s BIC    
21 Connected reference   
 
 

Other fields according to SWIFT 
standard, if are used in concrete 
proprietary message 

  

79 Proprietary Field   In this row a hyphen is obligatory, 
proprietary fields shall not have a colon 
at the beginning  

 
Prescribed proprietary sub types are given in the following table.  
 
Sub type 
symbol  

 Sub type heading  Use  

SMT 713 Information on locking of 
an account  

CBM- Department for register of accounts and 
enforcement collection sends information to the 
banks on locking of all client’s accounts with 
cited registry number and on lifting a ban to 
opening new accounts  

SMT 714 Information on unlocking 
of an account  

After performance of enforced collection 
information on unlocking of all accounts that 
were locked by separate message from the 
group of messages of sub type SMT 713 
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SMT 718 Information on status of 
locked account.  

Banks send information on status of locked 
account, on the grounds of receipt separate 
message from the group of messages of sub 
type SMT 713 

SMT 719 Request for transfer of 
assets  

Transfer of assets from the bank’s account 
stated in the enforcement title is requested by 
message SMT 719 

SMT  720 Information on preformed 
transfer of assets  

After performed transfer of assets, bank with this 
message sends information on transfer of assets 
to the initiator of account locking.   

SMT 796 Information on error of 
proprietary message  

Used as response on proprietary message that 
could not be processed for reason of error.  

 
 
Description of the field format 77E of the proprietary message are following. 
 
 
 
1.1.  Message SMT 713 – data on locking an account  
 
    Message SMT 713 is a group message for locking of all clients’ accounts that contain given 
registy numbers. It contains at most 50 different messages on locking accounts. The fields used 
in SMT 713 message are given in the following tabels.  
    As wrapping use message MT 998 which like message SMT 713 consists of two parts. The 
heading of the message shall have the following fields:  
 
Field  Message Element           Obligatory  Reference  
20 Reference Yes TRN group message SMT 713 
12 Message sub type  Yes SMT 713 is proprietary message sub 

type, contained in the wrapping of the 
message.  

77E Content of message wrapping that 
corresponds to the cited proprietary 
message sub type.  

Yes In the payment system of CBM 
wrapping content in the proprietary 
message is consisted of previously 
standardized fields, according to the 
instruction 

59A Recipient’s BIC  Yes  
54A Remitter’s BIC  Yes  
 
 
   The second part of the message shall be field 79, which is repeated as many times as there 
are different locking cases in the message SMT 713, with the schedule of elements in the field 
:79: in the following mode: 
 
 
 
Field  Message Element           Obligatory  Reference  
79 Field of its own format   In this row a hyphen is obligatory, 

proprietary shall not have colon at the 
beginning  
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71310: Ordinal number  Yes Ordinal number of separate message 
within one group message of length 2. 
In the sequence from 01 to at most 50 

20: Reference Yes TRN of separate lock of an account  
21: Connected reference Yes References itself, same as in the 

previous field 20: 
11A: BIC, MT and date of original 

message  
Yes Addition of unique key, in the 79 

71130: Debtor’s registry number     Yes Obligatory, locking of an account is 
performed according to the registry 
number in the 79 

71140: Tax identification number of a 
debtor 

Yes Obligatory   

71150: Currency symbol and initial debt of 
locked account  

Yes Example: 
EUR200996,10 

71190: Date of exchange Yes YYMMDD 
 
 
Report provided during process of message remitting refers to separate locking case within the 
message SMT 713, or the message SMT 718, field 21 (connected reference). The field 20 of 
the separate locking case, within the field 79, message SMT 713 consist content of the report.  
 
1.2.  Message SMT 714 – data on unlocking of an account  
 
  Message SMT 714 shall be a group message for unlocking of all clients’ accounts that are 
contained given registy numbers. It shall contain at most 50 different messages on unlocking of 
accounts. The field that shall be used in SMT 714 message are given in the following tabels.  
    As wrapping use message MT 998 such as message SMT 714 consists of two parts. The 
heading of the message shall have the following fields:  
 
Field  Message Element           Obligatory Reference  
20 Reference Yes TRN grope message SMT 714 
12 Message sub type  Yes SMT 714 is proprietary message sub 

type, contained in the wrapping of the 
message.  

77E Content of message wrapping that 
corresponds to the cited proprietary 
message sub type  

Yes In the payment system of CBM 
wrapping content of the proprietary 
message consists of previously 
standardized fields, according to the 
instructions  

59A Recipient’s BIC  Yes  
54A Remitter’s BIC  Yes  
          
In the first part of message SMT 714 should not be field 21, for the reason of the inability to 
reference the group message since data for the same registry number is not contained.  
 
         The second part of the message shall be in field 79, which shall be repeated as many 
times as there are separate unlocking in the message SMT 714, along with the schedule of the 
elements in the field :79: on the following mode:  
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Field  Message Element           Obligatory Reference  
79 Propriatary fields  In this row a hyphen is obligatory, 

proprietary fields shall not have a colon 
at the beginning  

71410: Ordinal number  Yes Ordinal number of separate message 
within one group message of length 2 in 
the sequence from 01 to at most  50 

20: Reference Yes TRN of separate unlocking  
21: Connected reference Yes TRN of separate locking case that 

unlocking refers to    
11A: BIC, MT and date of original 

message  
Yes Addition of unique key, in the 79 

71210: Debtor’s registry number        Yes Obligatory, unlocking of an account is 
performed according to the registry 
number in the 79 

71240: Tax identification number of a 
debtor 

Yes Obligatory  

71190: Date of exchange  Yes YYMMDD 
 
  
Field 21, the second part of the message SMT 714, which refers to unlocking of an account, 
shall have the content such as field 20 that refers to separate locking case (out of field 79).  
 
 
 
 
1.3. Message SMT 718 – information on the status of a locked account  
 
    Message SMT 718 shall be used for the transfer of information on the status of locked 
accounts. Schedule of elements in :79: field as follows:     
 
Field  Message Element           Format Obligatory  
11A BIC, MT and date of original 

message  
Yes Addition of unique key, 79 

71810: Owner’s registry number        Yes Obligatory, locking of an account is 
performed according to the registry 
number 79 

71820: Account number starts with the 
symbol /        

Yes Number of locked account  

71830: Currency symbol and amount on 
an account          
Currency symbol shall be DPE 
used as foreign currency exchange 
value of euros  

Yes Example: 
EUR30003,50  

71840: Tax identification number of a 
debtor 

Yes  

71890: Date and time of exchange  Yes YYMMDD HHMM 
 
 As wrapping shall be used message SMT 998. 
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1.4.  Message SMT 719 – request for transfer of assets after locking of an account  
 
  Message SMT 719 shall be used as request for transfer of assets from the locked account. 
Schedule of elements in the :79: field is following: 
 
Field  Message Element           Obligatory Reference 
11A BIC, MT and date of original 

message 
Yes Addition of unique key, in the 79 

 Data on locking of an account, 
fields of message which format is 
MT 103 (32A, 57A, 59, 70 and 72), 
that shall be processed in order to 
perform enforcement collection    

Yes Format 32A, 57A:, 59:, 70:, 72:  in the 
79 

71910: Registry number Yes Account owner’s registry number  
71920: Account number starts with slash  Yes Number of the locked account  
71940: Tax identification number of a 

debtor  
Yes   

 
As wrapping is used message SMT 998. 
 
 
1.5.  Message SMT 720 – confirmation of transfer of assets after locking of an account  
 
    Message SMT 720 shall be used as confirmation of transfer of assets from the locked 
account. Schedule of elements in the: 79: field as follows: 
 
Field  Message Element           Obligatory Reference 
11A BIC, MT and date of original 

message  
Yes Addition of unique key, 79 

 Data on locking of an account, 
fields of message which format is 
MT 103 (32A, 57A, 59, 70 and 72), 
that shall be processed in order to 
perform enforcement collection    

Yes Format 32A, 57A:, 59:, 70:, 72:  79 

72010: Registry number Yes Account owner’s registry number  
72020: Account number starts with slash  Yes Number of the locked account  
72040: Tax identification number of a 

debtor  
Yes  

 
As wrapping is used message MT 998.  
 
 
 
 
1.6. Message SMT 796 – message on error for proprietary messages.   
   Message SMT 796 shall be used as response on the proprietary message, which could not be 
processed for reason of error. Schedule of elements in the :79: field is following:  
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Field  Message Element  Obligatory Reference  
11A BIC, MT and date of original 

message  
Yes Addition of unique key, 79 

79610: Code and description of error  Yes Two digit code and text of message’s 
error description that was the reason of 
omission max. length 42 characters 

 
As wrapping is used message MT 998. 
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